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A regularity theorem for certain 2nth-order nonlinear differential operator Bl
 .with the parameter l is presented. From it, we obtain n q 3 homeomorphism
classes regarding the operator B in the nonlinear or linear case. This offers al
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following boundary value problem of a fourth-order sym-
metric differential equation arising from research on the stability proper-
 . w xties of some flying vehicles such as rockets, missiles, airplanes, etc. 1]3 :
l
4. 2 w xy x y N x y9 x q l q N x y x s f x , x g 0, 1 , .  .  .  .  .  . /V0
4 w x w xy x g C 0, 1 , f x g C 0, 1 , l g C , 1.1 .  .  .
y N s y9 N s 0 or y0 N s y 3. N s 0 . .xs0, 1 xs0, 1 xs0, 1 xs0, 1
Here C is the complex field.
Two comments are in order.
 .  .  .i When f x s 0, the eigenvalues of the solution 1.1 about the
parameter l are the corresponding elastic vibration points of these vehi-
cles. Furthermore, the dimension of the corresponding eigensubspace
describes the amplitude at this vibration point of the vehicle.
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 .ii The continuous dependence in both directions of the functions
 .  .   ..y x and f x dependent on the parameter l in 1.1 describes the
two-way stability of the vehicles of the kinds in their moving processes.
Therefore, it is very important to study the problems relevant to the
 .  .above-mentioned comments i and ii for the vibration control of these
kinds of vehicles and to understand the ranges of their two-way stability
 . w x w xwhile flying. Issue i is discussed, e.g., in 4 and 5 . In this paper, we are
 .interested in the problems related to ii .
It is known that:
 .  .  .a The parameter value l which makes the functions y x and f x
continuously dependent on each other is precisely the regularity point of
the fourth-order differential operator
4 w x w xA : K ; C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 , 1.2 .l  i , j.
4 4 3  . i i.  2  ..where A s d rdx q  P x d rdx q l q lN x I, I is the iden-l is1 i
tity operator, and
4  i.  j.w xK s y x gC 0, 1 y sy s0 , i , j s 0, 1 or 2, 3 . .  .  .  . 4 i , j. xs0, 1 xs0, 1
 .b For more appropriate description of the flight properties of these
flying objects, we should add the nonlinear disturbance on the left side of
 .Eq. 1.1 .
This is equivalent to considering the regularity point with respect to the
parameter l of the fourth-order nonlinear differential operator
w xA q B : K ª C 0, 1 , 1.3 .l  i , j.
4w x w xwhere B: C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 is a nonlinear differential operator whose
order is at most 4.
Since the regularity of the operators depends on the topology in the
spaces of the domain and range, the following two important problems
arise naturally:
 .  .Problem I. For the regularities of the operators in 1.2 and 1.3 , how
5 5 5 5 4w x w xcan we define the suitable norms ? and ? for C 0, 1 and C 0, 1 ,1 2
respectively? How can we describe their regularities?
 4w x w x.Problem II. For the space pair C 0, 1 , C 0, 1 , do there exist suffi-
5 5 5 5ciently many norm dualities ? , ? so that, when we consider the1 2
regularities of the operators A and A q B, we can select the appropri-l l
ate regularity class describing the two-way smooth properties of these
kinds of flying vehicles in different concrete cases?
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Since A is nonsymmetric and A q B is nonlinear, the self-adjointl l
operator techniques suitable to higher-order symmetric differential opera-
tors, Sturm]Liouville theory and Titchmarch's function- theoretic methods
w x6]8 , cannot be applied to the study of the operators A and A q B.l l
w xFor Problems I and II, some preliminary studies have been done 9]12 .
5 5 5 5 . 5 5 4 5 5 2 .In the case ? , ? s ? , ? ref. 9 contains results1 2 H 0, 1. L 0, 1.
 5 5 .  5 5 .about the regularity of the operator A : K , ? ª A K , ? in1 2l  i, j. l  i, j.
 .  .  .  .  .  .1.2 for real parameter l, where i, j s 0, 1 , 0, 2 , 1, 3 , and 2, 3 .
References 10 and 11 are devoted to the study of the regularities of the
operators
5 5 5 5A q B : K , ? ª A q B K , ? . .  .1 2l  i , j. l  i , j.
5 5 5 5 . 5 5 2 5 5 y2 .for the real parameters in case ? , ? is ? , ? or1 2 H 0, 1. H 0, 1.
5 5 4 5 5 y4 . ? , ? , respectively. For instance, we can take B asH 0, 1. H 0, 1.
2  i.y
By s g x q sin y0 q y9 , or .  . i 2 i.1 q yis1  .
24yi.  i.3 3c y y .i4yi.By s b sin y q q Q x . . i i2 24yi.  i.1 q y 1 q yis0 is1 .  .
3
 i.qsin R x y , . i /
is1
4w x  < < < < . .y g C 0, 1 where b q c - 1 . Reference 12 is on the regularity of0 0
the 4nth-order differential operator with respect to the parameter l,
4 n 5 5 4 n 5 5 y4 nw x w xA q lI : K ; C 0, 1 , ? ª C 0, 1 , ? , . .H 0 , 1. H 0 , 1. i , . . . , i .1 2 n
4 n 4 n 4 ny1  . i iwhere A s d rdx q  P x d rdx q B; B is a nonlinear differen-is1 i
tial operator with differential order at most 4n y 1. For instance, we can
take
4ny1  i. 4ny1y
 i. 4 nw xBy s Q x q sin R x y , y g C 0, 1 , .  . i i2 i.  /1 q yis1 is1 .
  . 4 nw x  i k .and K s y x g C 0, 1 N y s 0, k s 1, . . . , 2n, 0 F i - i i , . . . , i . xs0, 1 1 21 2 n
4 .- ??? - i F 4n .2 n
Nevertheless, the two problems are far from being completely solved. In
this article, for the 2nth-order linear nonsymmetric and nonlinear differ-
2  .ential operator B with the parameter d l q lN x , we consider thel 0
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corresponding regularity problem that contains Problems I and II as
special cases. Roughly speaking, in this article, in case B is linearl
nonsymmetric or nonlinear, we study the regularity of Problems I and II by
considering the homeomorphism set of the following operators:
5 5 5 5B : K , ? ª B K , ? 0 F k F n , .  . .nqk ynqk .l l
5 5 5 5B : K , ? ª B K , ? , .  .2 nl l 1.4 .
5 5 2 n 5 5B : K , ? ª B K , ? . .  .C cl l
The core of the study is functional structure and the method used is the
 .technique in empirical estimate and functional analysis. We get n q 2
 .homeomorphism classes in case B is real and nonlinear, and n q 3l
homeomorphism classes in case B is linear and nonsymmetric. In particu-l
lar, we also get the linear homeomorphism class of the last operator in
 .1.4 . This result is most useful.
2. DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS
2 nw xDEFINITION. Let B s A q N I be a 2nth-order operator from C 0, 1l l
w xto C 0, 1 , where:
 . 2 nw x w xa A: C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 is a linear or nonlinear operator and
2 nw x w xI: C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 is the identity operator.
 .  . 2  .b N J N x s d l q lN x , with d a real constant, l g C,l l 0 0
 . w xand N x g C 0, 1 a real function.
2 nw xFor m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, the space C 0, 1 can be equipped with the
5 5 m 5 5  .norms ? and ? Sobolev norm , whereC m
1r2m m
2 i.  i. 2 n
m5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 w xy s y , y s y , y g C 0, 1 . C c m  /
is0 is0
 . 5 5 2 .?, ? and ? are the scalar product and norm on L 0, 1 , respectively;
5 5 w x? is the maximum norm on C 0, 1 .c
We introduce the following notation:
2 nw xK is a subspace on C 0, 1 .
5?5 5?5 mm C m5 5 5 5K and K are the closures of K in the norms ? and ? ,m C
respectively.
5?5 5?5m m . 5 5 .  5 5 . 5 5K *, ? is the dual space of K , ? , where ? isym m ym
5 5the dual norm of ? .m
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5?5 5?5 5?5c ymB K , B K , and B K are the closures of B K in the normsl l l l
5 5 5 5 5 5? , ? , and ? , respectively.c ym
 :  .? , ? is a functional that is a ``duality pairing'' .
We will consider the regularity problem for the following operators arising
from the operator B mentioned above,l
5 5 5 5A B : K , ? ª B K , ? , .  .  .nqk ynqk .k l l
5?5y nqk .5?5 nq kÄ 5 5 5 5B B : K , ? ª B K , ? ; ks0, 1, . . . , n; .  .nqk ynqk . /k l l
5 5 5 5C B : K , ? ª B K , ? , .  .  .2 nn l l
5?5n. 5?5 2 n 5 5 5 5D B : K , ? ª B K , ? ; .  .2 n  /n l l
5 5 2 n 5 5E B : K , ? ª B K , ? , .  .  .C Cn l l
5?5 Cn. 5?5 2 nCÃ 2 n5 5 5 5F B : K , ? ª B K , ? , .  .C c /n l l
k . n. n.Ä Ãwhere B , B , and B are the minimal continuous extensions of thel l l
 .  .  .operators in A , C , and E , respectively when B is continuous. Fork n n l
convenience, we denote the above-mentioned operators as operator
 .  .A , . . . , operator F , respectively.k n
For the proof of the main theorem, we need the following:
w xLEMMA 2.1 13 . There exists a constant a ) 0 such that
5  j. 5 2 5 m. 5 2 ymy1. 5 5 2y F a « y q « y , j s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1, .
 . mw x  xfor m s 2, . . . , 2n, y x g C 0, 1 , and any « g 0, 1 .
3. MAIN RESULT
To state the main theorem succinctly, let us introduce some more
definitions and notation.
DEFINITION. Let B s A q N I and let K be defined as in Section 2.l l
 .  4I ;k g 0, 1, . . . , n , we say:
 .  .  . kw x1 condition R holds if N x g C 0, 1 andk
 .k k2 k . k .N y , z s y1 N y , z , y , z g K ; .  . .  /l l
 .  .2 condition a holds, if ; y g K,k
nqky1
nyk k 2 22 k . nqk .  i.5 5 5 5y1 Re Ay , y q y1 b y G « y y M y ; .  . . k 0 i
is0
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 .  .3 condition a 9 holds, if ; y, z g K,k
nyk k2 k . 2 k .y1 Re Ay y Az , y y z q y1 b y y z .  .  . .k
nqky1
2 2nqk . nqk .  i.  i.5 5 5 5G « y y z y M y y z ;0 i
is0
 .  .4 condition b holds, if ; y, z, u g K,k
k2 k . 5 5 5 5Ay y Az , u q y1 b u F M y y z u , . . nqk nqkk
 .where b , « , M, M are constants: b s 0, b s 1 k s 1, 2, . . . , n ,k 0 i 0 k
 .« ) 0, M G 0, M G 0 i s 0, 1, . . . , n q k y 1 .0 i
 .II Letting k s n, we say that
 .  . 5 5 5 51 condition d holds if Ay y Az F M9 y y z , y, z g K ;2 nn
 .  . 5 2 n. 5 5 2 ny12 condition e holds if Ay y c y F M0 , y g K,C Cn 0
where M9 and M0 are nonnegative constants; c is a nonzero constant.0
 .  .  .  .  4III Assume conditions R , a , and a 9 hold, k g 0, . . . , n .k k k
We define the following set of complex numbers for a given k and
subspace K :
n
C K s l g C min y1 Re N .  .k l w xxg 0, 1
ky11 1k kyj. k .5 5 5 5y a q 1 b N y b N .  c ck l k l /j2 2js1
nqky1
« 2 ab0G M q q ab q 1 ,0  / 52 «0
nqky1 .  .where b s  M q « r2 , and a, b , M i s 0, 1, . . . , n q k y 1 , «is1 i 0 k i 0
 .are the constants in Lemma 2.1 and condition a .k
We have the following main result on the homeomorphisms and linear
 .  .homeomorphisms of the operators A , . . . , F introduced in Section 2.k n
MAIN THEOREM. Let B s A q N . Let K be defined as in Section 2.l l
 .  4  .  .  .A ;k g 0, 1, . . . , n , if conditions R , a 9, and b hold, then:k k k
 .  .  .  .i ;l g C K , the operators A and B are homeomor-k k k
phisms;
 .  .ii if A is a linear operator, then for the same l as in i , the
abo¨e-mentioned operators are linear homeomorphisms and
5?5y nqk . 5?5 nq kB K s K *; ) .  .l
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 . 2 nw xiii if C 0, 1 and A are a real space and a real operator, respec-
 .  .  .ti¨ ely, and condition a holds, then ;l g C K l R, the operators Ak k k
 .  .and B are real homeomorphisms and ) holds.k
 .  .When k s n and condition R and a 9 hold.n n
 .  .  .  .B If condition d holds, then ;l g C K the operators C andn n n
 .D are all homeomorphisms. Furthermore, if A is linear, these operators aren
linear for the same l.
 .  .  .C If A is a linear operator and condition e holds, then ;l g C Kn n
 .  .the operators E and F are linear homeomorphisms.n n
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The theorem will be proved by using three lemmas on operator homeo-
morphisms and one lemma on estimate.
2 nw x w xSuppose K is a subspace on C 0, 1 and the operator F: K ª C 0, 1
 4satisfies the following conditions: ;k g 0, 1, . . . , n there exist the real
 .constants « ) 0 and d i s 0, . . . , 2k, d / 0 which depend on K and ki 2 k
only, such that
2k
2 i.  i. 5 5Re Fy y Fz , d y y z G « y y z , y , z g K . ) . . nqk ki /
is0
 4LEMMA 4.1. Suppose k g 0, 1, . . . , n and there exists a constant M G 0
such that
 . < 2 k  i.. < 5 5 5 5a Fy y Fz, d u F M y y z u , y, z, u g K. Thennqk nqkis0 i
we ha¨e
 .i The following two operators are homeomorphisms,
5 5 5 5F : K , ? ª FK , ? .  .nqk ynqk .
5 5?5?5 y nqk .nqkÄ 5 5 5 5F : K , ? ª FK , ? , .nqk ynqk . /
5?5y nqk . Ä5 5where FK is the closure with respect to the norm ? of FK ; F isy nqk .
the minimal continuous extension.
 .  .ii If F is a linear operator, then both of the operators in i are linear
homeomorphisms. Furthermore,
5?5y nqk . 5?5 nq kFK s K *. 4.1 .  .
 .iii If K and F are a real space and a real operator, respecti¨ ely, and
satisfy F0 s 0.
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 .  2 k  i.. 5 5 2b Alternati¨ ely, if Fy, d y G « 9 y , y g K, for somenqkis0 i
 .constant « 9 ) 0, then both operators in i are real homeomorphisms and
 .4.1 holds.
5?5 nq k . w xProof. ; f x g C 0, 1 , define the linear functional on K as
2k
 i. 5?5 nq k :f , y s f , d y , y g K . 4.2 . i /
is0
 .  .Then by conditions ) , Lemma 4.1 a , and Schwarz inequality, withk
2k F n q k, we have
5?5 5?5nq k nqkÄ ÄF is a continuous operator, FK : K *, .
Ä Ä5 5 5 5« y y z F Fy y Fznqk ynqk .
5?5 nq k5 5F M y y z , y , z g K , 4.3 .nqk
5?5y nqk .5?5 nq kÄFK s FK .
Ä  .So F is homeomorphism and i holds.
 .  .  .  . w xAs for ii and iii , we only prove iii ; the proof for ii is similar 14 .
Ä .Under the condition iii , F is a real homeomorphism, so it is sufficient
 .  .to prove 4.1 . From 4.3
5?5y nqk . 5?5 5?5nq k nqkÄFK s FK : K *. .
So we need only show that the following real continuous operator is a
surjection:
5?5 5?5nq k nqkÄ 5 5 5 5F : K , ? ª K *, ? . 4.4 .  . .  .nqk ynqk .
 4  .  .  .Let « s min « , « 9 . From ) , Lemma 4.1 b , and 4.2 , we have0 k
Ä Ä 2 : 5 5Fy y Fz , y y z G « y y z monotonicity , .nqk0 5?5 nq ky , z g K .
2Ä : 5 5Fy , y G « y coerciveness , .nqk0
Ä  . w xSo the operator F in 4.4 is surjective 15 .
LEMMA 4.2. Assume k s n, and for some constant M9 G 0,
 . 5 5 5 5c Fy y Fz F M9 y y z , y, z g K. Then2 n
 .i Both of the following operators are homeomorphisms,
5 5 5 5F : K , ? ª FK , ? , .  .2 n
5?5
5?5 n n 5 5 5 5F : K , ? ª FK , ? , .2 n  /
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5?5 5 5where FK is FK 's closure in the norm ? and F is F 's minimal continuous
extension.
 .  .ii If F is a linear operator, then both of the operators in i are linear
homeomorphisms.
 .Lemma 4.2 can be easily proved. We notice that ) holds, from then
definition of F, in case k s n. So
y12n
5 5 < < 5 5Fy y Fz G d « y y z . 2 ni /
is0
LEMMA 4.3. Assume k s n, and for some nonnegati¨ e integer m - 2n,
 .  .there are real constants c i s 0, 1, . . . , m c / 0 and M0 G 0, such thati 0
 . 5 m 2 nyi. 5 5 5 2 nymy1d Fy y  c y F M0 y . Then the following twoc cis0 i
operators are linear homeomorphisms,
5 5 2 n 5 5F : K , ? ª FK , ? , .  .c c
5?5 c5?5 2 ncÃ 2 n5 5 5 5F : K , ? ª FK , ? , .c c /
5?5 c Ã5 5where FK is the closure of FK in the norm ? , and F is the minimalc
continuous extension of F.
 .Proof. Noticing k s n, by linearity of F, conditions ) , and Lemman
 .4.3 d , we have:
5?5 2 ncÃ 2 n5 5F : K , ? .c
5?5 2 ncÃ 5 5ª FK , ? is a linear continuous operator, 4.5a . .c
5?5 C5?5 2 nCÃ w xFK ; FK ; C 0, 1 , 4.5b .
y12n
Ã5 5 < < 5 5Fy G d « y . 4.5c .c 2 ni /
is0
From the inverse mapping theorem, we only need to prove
5?5 c 5?5 2 ncÃFK ; FK . 4.6 .
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We prove this result in two steps.
 4 5 5  .Step 1. If y ; K, such that Fy ª 0 m ª ` , thencm m
5 5 2 ny ª 0 m ª ` . 4.7 .  .cm
 4  4This implies that if y ; K and Fy is a Cauchy sequence in the normm m
5 5  4 5 5 2 n? , then y is a Cauchy sequence in the norm ? . From Lemmac cm
 .4.3 d , we have c / 0, and ; y g K,0
m
2 n. 2 nyi. 2 nymy1< < 5 5 5 5 < < 5 5 5 5c y F Fy q c y q M0 y .c c c c0 m m i m m
is1
 m < < 5 2 nyi. 5 .If m s 0, the item  c y disappears.cis1 i m
So we only need to prove
5  i. 5y ª 0 m ª ` , i s 0, . . . , 2n y 1. .cm
 4  .For a given i g 0, 1, . . . , 2n y 1 , by 4.5 and Schwarz inequality, wec
have
<  i.  i. < 5 5y x y y 0 F y ª0 .  . 2 nm m m
w xm ª ` holds uniformly for all x g 0, 1 , 4.8a .  .
5  i. 5 <  i. < 5 5y F y 0 q y , m s 1, 2, . . . . 4.8b .  .c 2 nm m m
 i. .  .Hence, we only need to prove y 0 ª 0 m ª ` . We argue by contra-m
diction. Suppose, without lost of generality, there exists a constant d ) 0,
such that
<  i. <y 0 G d ) 0, m s 1, 2, . . . . .m
 .Combined with 4.8a , there exists a natural number N such that
d
 i.5 5y G ) 0, m G N.m 2
5 5  .  .This contradicts the fact y ª 0 m ª 0 . So 4.7 holds.2 nm
5?5 c .Step 2. Now we prove 4.6 . Assume f g FK . Then there exists0
 4y ; K, such thatm
5 5Fy y f ª 0 m ª ` . .cm 0
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 .  4 5 5 2 nBy 4.7 , y is a Cauchy sequence in the norm ? . So there existscm
5?5 2 ncy g K , such that0
5 5 2 ny y y ª 0 m ª ` . .cm 0
Ã5 5  .Then Fy y Fy ª 0 m ª ` andcm 0
5?5 2 ncÃ Ãf s Fy g FK .0 0
 4  .LEMMA 4.4. Assume k g 0, 1, . . . , n , condition R holds, and l gk
 .  .  .C K . Then if condition a or a 9 holds, then for y, z g K, we ha¨ek k k
«0nyk k 22 k . 5 5y1 Re B y , y q y1 b y G y , 4.9a .  .  . . nqkl k 2
nyk k2 k . 2 k .y1 Re B y y B z , y y z q y1 b y y z .  .  . .l l k
«0 25 5G y y z . 4.9b .nqk2
 .  .Proof. It is enough to prove 4.9a under the assumptions R andk
 .  .a . The proof for 4.9b is similar.k
 .  .By conditions R and a ,k k
ky1
 . kk k . kyi.  i.N y s N y q b N y , y g K . . l l k l /i
is0
The second item on the right-hand side of the equation disappears when
.k s 0. It follows that
nyk kk .y1 Re B y , y q y1 b y .  . .l k
nyk k2 k .s y1 Re Ay , y q y1 b y .  . .k
nyk k2 k .q y1 Re N y , y q y1 b y .  . .l k
«0 2 2nqk .5 5 5 5G y q y .nqk2
nqky1 ky1« b0 k k2 2 i. kyi.  i.5 5 5 5 5 5y M q y y N y  ci l /  /i2 2is1 is1
ky1b1 kn k 2kyi. k .5 5 < <q y1 Re N y N y dx . H cl l /i20 is0
b «1 k 0n 2k .5 5 < <q y1 b Re N y N y M y y dx. 4.10 .  .H ck l l 02 20
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5  i. 5 2  4  .y1For y i s 1, . . . , n q k y 1 , m s n q k, « s 2 abr« q 1 , and0
5  i. 5 2  .y i s 1, . . . , k y 1 , m s k and « s 1, by Lemma 2.1, we obtain
y12 ab2 2 i. nqk .5 5 5 5y F a q 1 y /«0
nqky12 ab 25 5q q 1 y 1 F i F n q k y 1 , 4.11a .  . /«0
2 2 2 i. k .5 5 5 5 5 5y F a y q y , 1 F i F k y 1 4.11b .
2 nw x nqky1 .; y g C 0, 1 , where b s  M q « r2 .is1 i 0
 .  .  .From 4.10 and 4.11 , ;l g C K , y g K, we havek
nyk k2 k .y1 Re B y , y q y1 b y .  . .l k
« 110 n25 5G y q y1 Re N y a q 1 b .  .nqk H l k2 20
ky1 1k 2kyi. k . k .5 5 5 5 < <= N y b N y dx c cl k l /i 2is1
ky111 n k kyi.5 5q y1 b Re N y ab N . H ck l k l /i20 is1
nqky1b « 2 abk 0 2k .5 5 < <y N yM y yab q1 y dxcl 0  /2 2 «0
«0 25 5G y .nqk2
Thus, Lemma 4.4 is proved.
Proof of the Main Theorem. Let k s 0, 1, . . . , n, and
n
F s B , d s y1 b , d s 0 i s 1, . . . , 2k y 1 , .  .l 0 k i
nyk
d s y1 . .2 k
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 .  .  .  .I The condition b , d , and e in the theorem imply that fork n n
each l g C,
2k
 i. 5 5 5 5 5 5FyyFz , d u F 2 N qM yyz u , y , z , u g K , . c nqk nqki l /
is0
5 5 5 5 5 5Fy y Fz F N q M9 y y z , y , z g K , .c 2 nl
5 2 n. 5 5 5 5 5 2 ny1Fy y c y F N q M0 y , y g K . .c c c0 l
 .  .  .Therefore, conditions a , c , and d in Lemmas 4.1]4.3 hold.
 .  .  .II If conditions R holds, ;l g C K , using Lemma 4.4, thek k
 .  .conditions a 9 and a in the theorem yieldk k
2k «0 2 i.  i. 5 5Re Fy y Fz , d y y z G y y z , . nqki / 2is0
y , z g K .
2k «0 2 i. 5 5Re Fy , d y G y , nqki / 2is0
 .  .Therefore, ) about operator F and condition b in Lemma 4.1 hold.k
 .  .  .From the above argument, we obtain A , B , and C in the main
Theorem by Lemmas 4.1]4.3, respectively.
Remark 4.1. From the Main Theorem and its proof, we know
 .  .  .a When dual space K, B K is equipped with the n q 3 norml
dualities as mentioned in Section 2, then, under some suitable conditions,
 .there exist at least n q 2 homeomorphisms for the nonlinear operator
 . B : K ª B K ; there exist n q 3 homeomorphisms for the linear non-l l
.symmetric operator B : K ª B K.l l
 .  4  .  .b When k g 0, 1, 2, . . . , n and conditions R hold, the set C Kk k
characterizing the range of B 's regularity points mainly depends on thel
 .  .conditions a and a 9, and these conditions essentially depend on thek k
 .coefficient of the operator B s A q N I especially, the operator Al l
itself.
 .c The key to obtain the different regularity classes of the operator
 .  .B is the functional structure 4.2 in the proof of Lemma 4.1. The n q 3l
 .  .norm dualities in 1.4 are just deducted from 4.2 . Furthermore, from
Lemma 2.1, we also obtain the duality pairings
2k
 i. 2 k . :  :f , y s f , d y and f , y s f , d y q d y , y g K . . i 0 2 k /
is0
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These pairings are equivalent for the purposes of obtaining the conditions
 .  .  :a and a 9. In addition, the only form of other pairings is f , y sk k
2 ky1  i. . w xf , d y , f g C 0, 1 , y g K. However from this kind of dualityis0 i
 .  .pairing we cannot obtain the conditions similar to a and a 9 that makek k
B homeomorphic or linear homeomorphic, so in the view of dualityl
 .pairing, the homeomorphisms or linear homeomorphisms relevant to Bl
 .   ..we can get are at most n q 2 or n q 3 .
Hence, the Main Theorem solves the regularity problem corresponding
to the general 2nth-order linear or nonlinear operator B : K ª B Kl l
which contains Problems I and II as its special cases.
 .Remark 4.2. For the regularity point set C K .k
 .  .na Let d ) 0, l s l q l i in N . Then y1 Re N s0 1 2 l l
 .n  2 2 .  ..y1 d l y l q l N x . . . . This indicates that the regularity point0 0 2 1
set of B includes, at least, the interior of a hyperbola on a complex plane.l
In particular, when n is an even integer, it includes all real numbers on the
real line except a finite interval; when n is an odd integer, it includes all
pure imaginary numbers on the axis of imaginaries exception to a finite
interval.
 .  .b Take d s 0, N x ' 1. Then N ' l, and so0 l
nqky1
« 2 ab0n
C K s l g C N y1 Re l G M q q ab q 1 . .  .k 0 5 /2 «0
 .Hence, C K is the left half-plane of the complex plane C when n is oddk
and the right half-plane when n is even. Obviously, when n s 2k or
2k y 1, the ranges of B 's regularity points are largely different.l
5. COROLLARIES OF THE MAIN THEOREM AND
SOME REMARKS
In this section, we present two corollaries of the Main Theorem on the
regularities of the fourth- and 2nth-order differential operators.
Let
2 n  i .kw xK s y x g C 0, 1 y s 0, k s 1, . . . , n , . i , . . . , i . xs0, 11 n
0 F i - i - ??? - i F 2n , n s 2, 3, . . . .41 2 n
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 .A
 4  . kw x  . w x 5.Let k g 0, 1, 2 , N x g C 0, 1 , f x; j , j , . . . , j g C 0, 1 = C ,0 1 4
4w xand for any y, z, u g C 0, 1 ,
k4. 2 k .f x ; y , y9, . . . , y , y q y1 b y . . .k
5 2qk . 5 2 5 5 5 5F a y q c y y , 5.1a .2qk 1qkk k
k4. 4. 2 k .f x ; y , y9, . . . , y y f x ; z , z9, . . . , z , u q y1 b u .  . . .k
5 2qk . 2qk . 5 5 2qk . 5 5 5 5 5F a y y z u q c y y z u , 5.1b .2qk 1qkk k
w .where b is defined as in Section 3, a g 0, 1 , and c G 0 are constantsk k k
depending on f and k only.
1. 4w x w x k .Define the operators A , B , A : C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 and B : K ;k k k l
4w x w xC 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 as
4 3 id d
1. 1. k .A s q P , A s A q b B , B s A q N I ,k i k k k k l k l4 idx dxis0
2  .  . w x  .where b s 0 or 1, N s l q lN x , P s P x g C 0, 1 i s 0, . . . , 3k l i i
 4.. 4w xare all real functions, B y s f x; y, y9, . . . , y , and y g C 0, 1 .k
Obviously, A s A and B s Bk . are the operators A and B , whichk l l l
are defined as in Section 3 for the special case n s 2. To give the solution
to the regularity problem of the operators Bk .: K ª Bk .K for k s 0, 1, 2,l l
we use the following notations:
 . 1w xi When k s 0, then P g C 0, 1 and K is limited to K ,3 0, 1.
 .  .K , K , or K . Furthermore, we assume P 0 s P 1 s 0 when0, 2. 1, 3. 2, 3. 3 3
K s K .1, 3.
 .ii K is limited to K or K when k s 1.0, 2. 1, 3.
 .iii When k s 2, K is limited to K , K , or K .0, 1. 0, 2. 2, 3.
 .  .  .LEMMA 5.1. i For all k s 0, 1, 2, R and b hold, and the operatork k
 .  .  .A satisfies the conditions a and a 9 of the main Theorem n s 2 . Wek k k
can take the rele¨ant constants as
1
« s 1 y a b , .0 k k2
1 1
M ' 1 y a b q 5.2 .  .i k k2 2 1 y a b .k k
23
X5 5 5 5= b q b c q 1 q b P q 1 y b P , .  . c ck k k k i k 3
is0
i s 0, . . . , 1 q k .
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 .ii When k s 2,
 .a If f satisfies
X X X X< < < <f x ; j , . . . , j y f x ; j , . . . , j F M9 j y j q ??? q j y j , .  .  .0 4 0 4 0 0 4 4
 .then the operator A satisfies the condition d of the Main Theorem.2 2
 . 1.  .b When b s 0, the operator A s A satisfies e of the Main2 2 2 2
Theorem. Furthermore,
3
4. 435 5 5 5 5 5 w xA y y y F P y , y g C 0, 1 .c c c2 i /
is0
 .  .Proof. All conditions except a and a 9 can be verified easily. If wek k
 .  .  .take u s y y z in 5.1b , then we can prove a 9 and a with the similark k
 .method. So we only prove the condition a holds.k
By using Schwarz's inequality we can show that for any k s 0, 1, 2,
3
2yk k i. 2 k .y1 Re P y , y q y1 b y , .  . i k /
is0
3
X5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 1 q b P q 1 y b P y y , y g K . .  . c c 2qk 1qkk i k 3
is0
 .Together with 5.1a , we obtain
2yk k2 k .y1 Re A y , y q y1 b y .  . .k k
2yk k1. 2 k .G y1 Re A y , y q y1 b y .  . /k y k
k2 k .y b B y , y q y1 b y . .k k k
5 2qk . 5 2G 1 y a b y .k k
3
X5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5y b qb c q 1qb P q 1yb P y y .  . c c 2qk 1qkk k k k i k 3
is0
1 y a bk k 22qk .5 5G y
2
1 y a b 1k ky q 2 2 1 y a b .k k
23
2X5 5 5 5 5 5= b qb c q 1qb P q 1yb P y . .  . c c 1qkk k k k i k 3 5
is0
 .Thus the a holds.k
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 4  .For k g 0, 1, 2 , taking C K as we did in the Main Theorem accord-k
 .  .  .ing to R , a , and a 9, we obtaink k k
 .  4  .COROLLARY 1. i When k g 0, 1, 2 and l g C K ,k
 . k .  5 5 .  k . 5 5 .a The operator B : K, ? ª B K, ? and its2qk y2qk .l l
5?5k . 5?5 k . y 2qk .2qkÄ  5 5 . minimal continuous extension B : K , ? ª B K ,2qkl l
5 5 .? are all homeomorphisms.y2 qk .
 .  .b When b s 0, both operators in a are linear homeomorphismsk
and
5?5y2 qk .k . 5?5 2q kB K s K *. ) 9 .  .l
 . 4w x  .c If C 0, 1 is real space and the function f x; j , j , . . . , j is0 1 4
 .  .real, then for each l g C K l R, both operators in a are real homeo-k
 .morphisms and ) 9 holds also.
 .  .ii When k s 2 and l g C K ,2
 .  .a If f x; j , j , . . . , j satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect0 1 4
2.  5 5 .  2. 5 5.to j , j , . . . , j , then B : K, ? ª B K, ? and its minimal contin-40 1 4 l l
5?52. 5?5 2.4 5 5 .  5 5.uous extension B : K , ? ª B K , ? are homeomorphisms, and4l l
they are linear homeomorphisms in the case b s 0.2
 . 2.  5 5 4.  2. 5 5 .b When b s 0, then B : K, ? ª B K, ? and itsc c2 l l
5?52. 5?5 2.4 ccÃ  5 5 .  5 5 .minimal continuous extension B : K , ? ª B K , ? are allc cl l
linear homeomorphisms.
The corollary can be easily pro¨ed by applying Lemma 5.1 and the Main
Theorem with n s 2.
w xRemark 5.1. We can get the results of 9]11 from Corollary 1 by
 . .  . .  . .taking b s 0 in ii a , k s 0 in i c , and k s 2 in i c , respectively.2
Remark 5.2. Corollary 1 shows that the regularities of the different
operators Bk . and the subspace K relevant to the boundary condition canl
describe the flight stability of certain flying vehicles in different back-
w xgrounds 1]3, 16 .
Remark 5.3. We can extend Corollary 1 to the case of 2nth-order
differential operator. Naturally, we should take the subspace K in the
form of K . i , i , . . . , i .1 2 n
 .B
 4  . kw x 1.  2 n 2 n.Let k g 0, 1, . . . , n , N x g C 0, 1 , A s a d rdx qk k
2 ny1  i i. 2. 2 nw x w x P d rdx , and A : C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 such that for any y, z, u gis0 i k
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2 nw xC 0, 1 ,
nqky1
k 2 2X X2. 2 k . nqk .  i.5 5 5 5A y , y q y1 b y F « y q M y , 5.3a .  . . k k k i
is0
k2. 2. 2 k .A y y A z , u q y1 b u . .k k k
nqky1
X Xnqk . nqk . nqk .  i.  i.  i.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F « y y z u q M y y z u 5.3b .k i
is0
X X with the real constants a ) 0, 0 F « - a , and M G 0 i s 0, . . . , n qk k k i
. w x  . iynqk .w x k y 1 , and P g C 0, 1 i s 0, . . . , n q k y 1 , P g C 0, 1 i si i
.n q k, . . . , 2n y 1 are all real functions. We define
A s A1. q b A2. , Bk . s A q N I ,k k k k l k l
2  .where b s 0 or 1, N s d l q lN x , l g C.k l 0
k . 2 nw x w xConsider the regularity of the operator B : K ; C 0, 1 ª C 0, 1 inl
the case k s 0, 1, . . . , n. For the sake of simplicity, we only take
K or K ,¡ 0, 1, . . . , ny1. n , nq1, . . . , 2 ny1.
k s 0, n ,~K s 5.4 .
K or K ,0, 1, . . . , ky1, nqk , . . . , 2 ny1. k , kq1, . . . , 2 ky1, nqk , . . . , 2 ny1.¢
k s 1, . . . , n y 1.
 .  4LEMMA 5.2. i Assume k g 0, 1, 2, . . . , n . Then for the operator B sl
k . w x  .  .  .  .B : K ª C 0, 1 , the conditions R , a , a 9, and b in the Mainl k k k k
 .  .Theorem hold. In particular, the constants in a and a 9 can be taken ask k
1
X .« s a y b « , and0 k k k2
1
XM s b M q Xm k m 2 a y b « .k k k
2ny1 iynyk i y n y k
= a b q 1 q b .  k k k  /j isnqk js0
2nqky1
 j.5 5 5 5= P q Pc ci i /is0
a y b « Xk k kq , m s 0, . . . , n q k y 1.
2
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 .ii When k s n
 . 2.  .a If A satisfies the Lipschitz conditionn
5 2. 2. 5 5 5A y y A z F M9 y y z , y , z g K ,2 nn n
 .then d holds.n
 .  . 1.b When b s 0, e holds for A s A . In particular,n n n n
2ny1
2 n. 2 ny15 5 5 5 5 5A y y a y F P y , y g K .c Cn n i /
is0
 .  .Proof. We only prove the conditions a and a 9.k k
 .  .From 5.3 and 5.4 we can show that for any y g K,
nyk k2 k .y1 Re A y , y q y1 b y .  . .k k
nqky1
2 2X Xnqk .  i.5 5 5 5G a y b « y y b M y . k k k k i
is0
y a b q 1 q b .k k k
2ny1 iynyk nqky1i y n y k  j.5 5 5 5= P q P  c ci i /j 5
isnqk js0 is0
5 5 5 5= y ynqk nqky1
1 2X nqk .5 5G a y b « y .k k k2
nqky1 Xa y b « 1k k kXy b M q q Xk m 2 2 a y b « .k k kms0
2ny1 iynyk
= a b q 1 q b .  k k k  isnqk js0
2nqky1i y n y k 2 j.  m .5 5 5 5 5 5= P q P y .c ci i /j 5/is0
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 .  .Hence, the condition a holds, so does the a 9 because of the similarn n
 .method. Take the set C K as in the Main Theorem. We havek
 .  4  .COROLLARY 2. i Suppose k g 0, 1, . . . , n and l g C K . Thenk
 . k .  5 5 .  k . 5 5 .a The operator B : K, ? ª B K, ? and itsnqk ynqk .l l
minimal extension
5?5y nqk .k . 5?5 k .nq kÄ 5 5 5 5B : K , ? ª B K , ? .nqk ynqk . /l l
are homeomorphisms.
 .  .b When b s 0, both operators in a are linear homeomorphismsk
and
5?5y nqk .k . 5?5 nq kB K s K * ) 0 .  .l
 . 2 nw x 2.c If C 0, 1 is a real space and A is a real operator, then fork
 .  .each l g C K l R, both operators in a are real homeomorphisms andk
 .) 0 holds too.
 .  .ii Assume k s n and l g C K .n
 . 2.  2 nw x 5 5 .  w x 5 5.a If A : C 0, 1 , ? ª C 0, 1 , ? is a Lipschitz operator,2 nn
n.  5 5 .  n. 5 5.then the operator B : K, ? ª B K, ? and its minimal continu-2 nl l
n. 5?55?5 n.2 n 5 5 .  5 5.ous extension B : K , ? ª B K , ? are both homeomor-2 nl l
phisms, and they are linear homeomorphisms in the case b s 0n
 .b When b s 0, the operatorn
n. 5 5 2 n n. 5 5B : K , ? ª B K , ? .  .C Cl l
and its minimal continuous extension
5?5 Cn. 5?5 n.2 nCÃ 2 n5 5 5 5B : K , ? ª B K , ? .C C /l l
are linear homeomorphisms.
The result follows immediately from Lemma 5.2 and the Main Theorem.
w x  . .  .Note 1. The result of 12 is the special case of Corollary 2 i a k s n
with N ' l.l
 .Note 2. By the Main Theorem n s 2 and Corollary 1, we know that
there exist four or five regularity classes for the operators A q B or Al l
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in Section 1. Thus, based on the characteristics of the operator and
subspace, we can select one or more regularity classes to control the flying
vehicles in advance and then make it move smoothly.
Note 3. For the operator B s A q N I with A s d2 nrdx2 n ql l
2 ny1  . i i P x d rdx q B, clearly, its linear part is in general form, so in caseis0 i
 .  Xthere is no perturbation B s 0 , or little perturbation i.e., « < a ink k
 ..  .5.3 , or the differential order of B is less than 2n y 1 , for the moving
stability in both directions of any long thin objects whose movement can be
described by some homogeneous boundary problem of 2nth-order differ-
ential equation with parameters, Corollary 2 is instructable.
Note 4. We can generalize the main result as follows
 . w x w xa If we change 0, 1 into a, b , then we have the similar result for
2 nw xthe same operators and the subspaces of C a, b under similar condi-
2 nw x   . 2 nw xtions. In particular, if we take K ; C a, b as K s y x g C a, b N
 i. 4  4  . kw xy s 0, i s 0, . . . , n y 1 and k g 0, . . . , n , N x g C a, b , then forxsa, b
 .the operator B , there are at least the first k q 1 regularity classes ofl
 .1.4 in Section 1. In the case k s n, there exist all regularity classes
described in the Main Theorem and Corollary 2.
 .b The reason we take K as K or K in Corollaries 1 and i, j.  i , . . . , i .1 n
2 is that we usually should use the integration by parts that changes inner
products into pure inner products besides some necessary homogeneous
boundary condition. Once the boundary condition does not permit us to
integrate by parts, we can solve the problem approximately as follows. For
2 nw xsome small number « ) 0, by extending the subspace K ; C 0, 1 into
Ä 2 n .the subset K of C y« , 1 q « with the truncation techniques of equa-c
Ä Ä .tions, then from a , we know that the operator B : K ª B K has thel l
same regularity theorem as the Main Theorem. Restricted on K, we can
get the approximate result for the operator B : K ª B K. Therefore, forl l
long thin flying objects which can be described by the boundary value
problem of 2nth-order differential equation with parameters, it is practical
to describe their stability in both directions in their moving process.
4w x 2 nw xNote 5. For the subspaces K of C 0, 1 or C 0, 1 in Corollaries 1
 .  .and 2, respectively, conditions b and d can be verified easily byk n
 .applying Schwarz's inequality. If B is linear, condition e always holds,l n
and the constants in these conditions are irrelevant to the regularity point
 .  .  . kw xset C K . So in case that condition R holds, or N x g C 0, 1 , wek k
 .  .only need to verify the conditions a and a 9. To do so, it is sufficientk k
to use Schwarz's and Young's inequalities after integrating by parts. We
explain this in the following two examples.
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 . nw xLet k s n, N x g C 0, 1 , K s K , K s K ,1 0, . . . , ny1. 2 n, . . . , 2 ny1.
2ny1
1. 2 n. 2 nyi. 2 nw xA y s y q P x y , y g C 0, 1 , .n i
is1
22 n.y .2. 2 n.A y s a sin y q b .n 1 1 22 n.1 q y .
2ny1 2 ny1  i.y
 i.q sin R x y q Q x , .  . i i 2 i. / 1 q yis1 is1  .
< < < <where the constants a and b satisfy a q b - 1, and P , Q , R all1 1 1 1 i i i
w x  . 1. 2.belong to C 0, 1 real function . Define B s A q b A q N I andl n n n l
b s 0 or 1.n
EXAMPLE 1. If b s 0, K s K or K , taken 1 2
Ä1 M 3Ä 5 5« s , M s 1 q , M s M q P c0 0 i 2 nyi /2 2 2
1 F i F 2n y 1 , .
where
2ny1
Ä 5 5M s P . ci
is1
Then the result in the Main Theorem for k s n holds for the operator
B s A1. q N I.l n l
EXAMPLE 2. If b s 1, K s K or K , taken 1 2
1
< < < <« s 1 y a y b , .0 1 12
2 2ny1< < < <1 q a q b M .1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5M s q , M s P q 2 Q q R , . c c c0 i i i< < < <1 y a y b 21 1 is1
M q 1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5M s q P q 2 Q q R .c c ci 2 nyi i i< < < < /1 y a y b 21 1
1 F i F 2n y 1 . .
Then the result in the Main Theorem for k s n holds for the operator
B s A1. q A2. q N I.l n n l
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 .  .Proof. We only verify the conditions a and a 9 in Example 2. Letk k
A s A1. q A2.. Thenn n
n2 n. 2 n.Ay y Az , y y z q y1 y y z .  . .
2< < < <3 1 q a q b .1 12 22 n. 2 n.< < < < 5 5 5 5G 1 y a y b y y z y y y z .1 1 < < < <4 1 y a y b1 1
2ny1
5 5 5 5 5 5y P q 2 Q q R . c c c2 nyi i i
is1
5  i.  i. 5 5 2 n. 2 n. 5 5 5= y y z y y z q y y z . 5.5 . .
On the other hand,
5  i.  i. 5 5 2 n. 2 n. 5 5 5y y z y y z q y y z .
< < < <1 y a y b1 1 22 n. 2 n.5 5F y y z
4 M q 1 .
M q 1 1 12 2 i.  i.5 5 5 5q q y y z q y y z . 5.6 .
< < < < /1 y a y b 2 21 1
 .  . 2 nw xThen from 5.5 and 5.6 we have for any y, z g C 0, 1 ,
n2 n. 2 n.Ay y Az , y y z q y1 y y z .  . .
1 22 n. 2 n.< < < < 5 5G 1 y a y b y y z .1 12
2< < < <1 q a q b M .1 1 25 5y q y y z
< < < < /1 y a y b 21 1
2ny1 M q 1 1
y q < < < < /1 y a y b 21 1is1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5  i.  i. 5 2= P q 2 Q q R y y z . .c c c2 nyi i i
 .  .Hence, the condition a 9 holds. So does the condition a becausen n
A0 s 0.
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